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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present Emergency exit signs are installed to provide escape routes or ways in buildings like shopping 
malls, hospitals, industry, and government complex, etc. and various other places for safety purpose to aid people to escape 
easily during emergency situations. In case of an emergency situation like smoke, fire, bad lightings and crowded stamped 
condition at emergency situations, it’s difficult for people to recognize the emergency exit signs and emergency doors to 
exit from the emergency building areas. This paper propose an automatic emergency exit sing recognition to find exit 
direction using a smart device. The proposed approach aims to develop an computer vision based smart phone application 
to detect emergency exit signs using the smart device camera and guide the direction to escape in the visible and audible 
output format. In this research, a CAMShift object tracking approach is used to detect the emergency exit sign and the 
direction information extracted using template matching method. The direction information of the exit sign is stored in a 
text format and then using text-to-speech the text synthesized to audible acoustic signal. The synthesized acoustic signal 
render on smart device speaker as an escape guide information to the user. This research result is analyzed and concluded 
from the views of visual elements selecting, EXIT appearance design and EXIT’s placement in the building, which is very 
valuable and can be commonly referred in wayfinder system.
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I. Introduction

Emergency Exit signs are installed in building to

facilitate occupants within a facility to localize the

locations within a building where they can exit in case of

a fire or other emergency. The emergency exit signs are

a perfect application for the use of Light Emitting Diodes

(LED’s) technology, which are excellent for exit sign

illumination in a fire or other emergency situations.

The Exit signs and emergency lightings are used in

almost every buildings and are intended to convey a clear

and immediate message. Finding the escape points and

routes or ways is important in emergency situation to

save lives and avoid or reduce the chance of serious injury

because an evacuation that takes place inside a confined

space, such as a building, is a complex situation. Finding

the best evacuation path during an emergency situation

inside a building is a challenging task, due to the

dynamically changing conditions and the strict time

constraints.

The occupants have to quickly decide which path to

follow in order to exit the building safely. This, however,

is not an easy task, especially if there is an ongoing

hazard present. In this case, conditions can change rapidly

as the state of paths may deteriorate with time.

Information systems can benefit the evacuation process by

providing directions to the evacuees in an efficient and

timely manner. So the escape points and routes or ways

finding is important part of smart building management

system development.

This paper propose a self-assistive emergency

WayFinder using computer vision based approach on

personal smart devices. The smart device based

self-assistive emergency exit application with robust and

efficient indoor exit sign object detection can help people
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with severe independently access unfamiliar indoor

environments and avoid dangers. The smart device

camera act as third eye to human being to find the exit

sign using computer vision based object detection

methodologies and identify the exit sign objects. The exit

sign direction informations are extracted using optical

character recognition (OCR) from detected emergency exit

sign and convert the direction information into text format.

The OCR recognized texture part of emergency exit signs

informations are rendered on smart devices using

text-to-speech algorithms.

Creating a dedicated device for emergency exit sign

detection alone might not interest for people as it would be

expensive for them to buy a separate device for one

activity. So this research aim to provide emergency

WayFinder smart device application on android or iOS

platform which will ease the task of performing exit sign

identification using object detection and object tracking

principles. Since everybody uses smart phones, the

WayFinder application can installed and used on

everyone’s mobile phones. In this proposed research,

present a smart device software system that detects

emergency exit sign and provides the direction of escape

route on an android or iOS based smart devices.

This research development helps the people who want

to escape from emergency condition by themselves by

getting the exit information on smart device application

and those information assist the people to escape route

with direction informations in any critical situations.

Ⅱ. Related Work 

The traditional object detection and identification

methods does not include research on emergency exit sign

board, even though the emergency exit sign board object

of very high importance [1]. In few years before, Symbian

OS based emergency exit sign detection application

developed only detection of emergency exit sign, but now

Symbian OS based phone is outdated and not used by

many people [2].

This paper proposed to develop the WayFinder

application recent smart device platforms like android and

iOS platform which is the most popular smart device

choice in present day’s usage. The object detection and

recognition involves blurred image to filter the noise and

then the edges in the image are detected using the

morphological operator [3]. In this approach, uses canny

edge detection due to take advantages like edge thinning

and provides sharp edges provided by canny edge

detection techniques.

The object tracking is efficient method to detect object

using high level computer vision algorithm. The recent

advances in smart device technology, in particular, the low

cost with built-in high-resolution camera, has opened a

new research direction in object tracking technique. The

object Tracking algorithm have been used in many

applications such as face and head tracking, video

surveillance system, traffic monitoring system,

human-computer-interaction, document retrieval system

etc. [4].

The enhanced CAMShift tracking algorithm utilize the

skin colour and contour information to respectively detect

and track human ear [5]. To improve object tracking with

CAMShift, The combine colour and texture features to

track object and a shape feature especially in occlusion [6].

The proposed a frame-differencing approach for moving

object detection and further utilized the hue and edge

orientation histogram of the target object to improve the

CAMShift tracking algorithm [7].

There are many feature extraction techniques developed

in order to recognize the objects and most highly used

feature extraction techniques use the scale invariant

feature extraction. The invariants feature extraction lead

to form a feature vector of the object which is used for

image matching [8]. The standard emergency exit signs

developed using dark green or red background with white

color text along with a symbol of running man and a

direction arrow as shown in Figure 1. The most prepared

text used in the emergency exit sign boards are

emergency exit, fire exit, exit, etc. The running man

symbol might not be present in all emergency exit sign

board cases and the direction indication arrows present at

any corner side of the emergency exit sign board.

Figure 1. Standard Emergency Exit Sign

Ⅲ. Smart Device as Assistive Device

In this paper proposed approach uses the word and
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direction sign based object information identification and

extraction. The emergency exit sign board cab identify by

finding the presence of ‘EXIT’ word in exit sign boards

and the methodology used to perform localization of text

involves a segmentation method using combination of

MSER and local adaptive threshold segmentation method

[9]. The OCR is the one of the most successful subsets of

pattern recognition techniques used to detect the text on

the signboards [10, 11] on static and moving objects.

The smart devices provide a platform for a wide range

of applications in the modern technology trend as a phone

device to latest trend device an IoT device. The

user-friendly interaction feature of the smart devices is

made possible by a screen-reader that outputs the

displayed text via text-to-speech as shown in Figure 2.

The smart devices include text processing applications

that make use of a built-in camera, navigation software

and audio players. The applications do not need to

implement their own text-to-speech solutions, but only

ensure accessibility by the screen-reader due to the

existence of a screen-reader on the device.

Figure 2. Smart Device as Assistive Device

The benefits of smart devices as assistive devices lie in

the convenience of using an out-of-the-box platform with

additional software, rather than a hardware-based

implementation that was designed for a single purpose.

This includes lower costs of an “all-in-one” tool, as

opposed to multiple devices, the relatively small size of

modern phones and the comfort of not having to carry

several devices.

Ⅳ. Vision Based Exit Sign Detection

The detection and recognition of building indoor

signage model can help the people to find their

destinations and localize their position in unfamiliar

environments inside the building. This paper propose a

new method to detect indoor emergency exit signage

using computer vision principles on smart device platform

to find the escape route in the building at emergency

situation. This proposed smart device application captures

an image using the smart device camera. This captured

image is then processed using computer vision based

object detection method to find the direction of escape

route in the building. The proposed emergency exit sign

board should be detected irrespective of condition and

registration parameters of the algorithm and should be

detected in complex images too.

In order to produce a correctly and efficiently working

piece of object detection, it is important to analyze the

basic requirements for the given environmental condition

with respect to the underlying principles of computer

vision. The proper emergency exit sign perceivable view

point is shown in Figure 3. This paper basically focus on

the area of object detection is of particular importance for

the task of recognizing emergency exit signs in indoor

building environments. The detection terms describes the

process of finding and identifying an object of interest in

a captured image in this case, a rectangular plate in a

room or corridor. In order to recognize the object as an

emergency exit sign as opposed to other signs, and the

direction it points at, the object has to be classified.

Figure 3. Emergency Exit Sign perceivable View Point 

The vision based object detection and recognition

follow the set of image processing methods shown in

Figure 4. The capture image frame fetches an image by

accessing the camera API provided for smart device

platform. The image pre-processing takes the captured

image and filter the image to remove the noise on image.

The image segmentation use edge detection or

thresholding method to separate the object regions. In the

finding object, the segmented object region is grouped and

extracted similar connected region of object. The object

recognition applies the chosen object recognition method
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Figure 6. Proposed Emergency Exit System Emulation model

to the image in order to determine the presence of a sign

and returns the results to the core module

Figure 4. Vision Based Object Detection Method

This paper uses the object finding and tracking using

CAMShift algorithm for detecting emergency exit sign.

The CAMShift performs better in a given background

where lighting changes and object occlusion are absent. In

this paper proposed approach, need to consider text

extraction from exit sign and find direction information

from exit sign arrow as part of vision based exit sign

detection.

The text extracted from exit sign can be recognized

using optical character recognition technique. The

recognizing of the text in images is useful in many

computer vision applications such as image search,

document analysis, and robot navigation. The OCR

function provides a way to add text recognition

functionality to a wide range of applications and making

use of this information it is easy to identify the location

of misclassified text within the image.

The direction information from exit sign is extracted

template matching method. There are eight possible arrow

directions that could be present in the exit sign board as

shown in Figure 5. The arrow region of the exit sign

image is cropped and is resized to the predefined template

image size. The runtime captured input image and the

template images are given as input to find the correlation

coefficient between both images. The template which

matches the input arrow image gives the maximum

correlation value and maximum correlated ar arrow is

recognized as a matched direction.

Figure 5. Exit Sign Direction Arrow Templates

The detection direction arrow is converted into text

form to give direction to user and the decoded text

converted as synthetic audible information using text to

speech (TTS) conversion. The TTS is a speech synthesis

method that converts text into audible trained voice output

and developed to aid the visually impaired by offering a

computer-generated spoken voice that would "read" text

to the user.

V. System Implementation and Results 
Analysis

The android based LG smart phone is used to

implement the evaluation application of the proposed

WayFinder to find escape path using emergency exit sign

system. For the purpose of evaluation, the test application

used real time image capture using a mobile phone

camera. A real-time RGB image is captured using the

mobile phone camera and the phone sizes can vary, this

implementation resize the captured image to a predefined

size (300 X 300), for ease and real-time processing

The RGB image is converted into grayscale, and blur

the image using median filter to removes salt and pepper

noise which eliminates small dark spots present in the

image, if any. The CAMShift tracking algorithm used to

detect the exit sign board object and then applied OCR to

detect the texture information on the exit sign board. The

direction information are extracted from exit sign board

using template matching principles. The WayFinder

implementation system block diagram is shown in Figure

6.
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The Android Application uses the OpenCV android

library to implement computer vision algorithms like RGB

to Gray conversion, Image Noise Removal, CAMShift

Object tracking, Edge detection, OCR, and Template

matching. The resultant object tracking and exit sign

object detection emulation result on Android based

smartphone application result is shown in Figure 7. The

text extraction from exit sign board image using OCR and

the recognized text information shown in Figure 8. The

extracted direction arrow sign using template matching is

shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. Emulated Object Detection Result Using 

CAMShift Algorithm

Figure 8. Extracted text Region and OCR 

          Recognized Text Information

Figure 9. Extracted Sign Direction Arrow 

Using Template Matching

Thee real time exit sign images were captured at malls,

public buildings, offices and outside the buildings and

evaluated with proposed implementation. In this proposed

approach implementation tested with exit sign board some

which contain text and without text, etc. The exit sign

board in these evaluation contained different text such as

EXIT, FIRE EXIT, EMERGENCY EXIT, etc. are used and

verified. Also some exit sign images had the symbol of

man running, staircase, and captured in different lighting

conditions. The arrow positions were either in the extreme

right or in the extreme left kind of exit sign board

captured images also used in this evaluation. The

emergency exit sign was detected and the direction was

identified correctly in about 95% of the above cases.

VI. Conclusion

The recent advancements in smart devices technology

have always been beneficial to the mankind in real life

usage scenario. This proposed smartphone based

WayFinder using computer vision technology takes an

initiative in attainment of a goal that would help the

people to live in this society safely and aid them to protect

themselves in critical emergency condition when they are

in inside the building. The smart devices are handy with

less weight that anyone can carry in hand in any condition

and it won’t burden them while moving. This proposed

smart device assistive emergency WayFinder system if

developed with zeal would surely serve as a best

alternative to many already existing systems making use

of advanced and invasive technologies to help the people

on emergency situation without being panic and no need

to wait for evacuation team support to save life in fire

kind of emergency situations. In this research, the future

works that can be incorporated into the this approach

includes upgrading it so that the person using this

particular system can be intimated with the distance

information as to how far he/she is from the exit

door/window apart from the direction information. Also

building environmental sensors can be incorporated in the

mobile device and also in the exit sign board so that

instead of having to capture an image, sensors can easily

identify the exit sign board and provide the necessary

information with a greater efficiency.
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